
Efficient triple monitor desk mount

Maximum 
productivity
Combine an immersive 
ultrawide monitor for 
focus with secondary 
stacked displays

Built-in to top arms, to prevent 
interference with walls and desk partition

Through the arms and post

Recycled & recyclable 
product & packaging

Sleek & stylish, the 
mount is stable and 
vibration resistant

75x75
100x100

Triple stack monitors
TWO OVER ULTRAWIDE AWMS-3-TH467

EACH 
MONITOR

Workspace Mounting Solutions

10 Year Warranty

Two monitors over an ultrawide.  
Popular for users & businesses that 

upgrade from dual monitors to 

ultrawide. Use all existing hardware for 

a more productive configuration.

Custom cockpit Drop-on monitors

180° rotation limiters

Advanced cable 
management

Materials

Performance

Adjust monitor position & tilt 
for optimal configuration

Quick attachment and release 
with handsfree VESA connect

Available in silver, black, or white

Top: to 12kg (26.5lb)* 

Bottom: to 18kg (40lb)*
* detailed capacities 

on next page



Atdec Uncover™ is where 
our infinite mounting 
possibilities become your 
specific mounting solutions.

Call us to discuss your next project

Efficient triple monitor desk mount

Popular in finance, investment, engineering, and design

Ordering guide

SEE AWMS-3-TH467 ONLINE

2 x AWM-A46T swing arms

1 x AWM-LTHT heavy duty head

1 x AWM-P75G tall post

AWMS-3-TH467 consists of:

AWM components are typically available in black, white, and silver. Nominate your 
selection with the addition of -B (black), -W (white), or -S (silver) at the end of 
the main code.

Solutions for displays of all kinds.
Atdec Modular enables elegant & ergonomic 
solutions to suit every display in any 
configuration. Including security control setups. 
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KGs
12kg flat
10kg curved

KGs
18kg flat
12kg curved

LBs
26.4lb flat
22lb curved

LBs
40lb flat
26.4lb curved

AWM-FH heavy duty F-clamp

AC-GC grommet clamp

Top monitor capacities: Lower monitor capacity: Recommended desk fixings:

https://www.atdec.com/atdec-uncover?utm_source=team&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=product&utm_term=&utm_content=awms-hxw
https://www.atdec.com/awms-3-th467?utm_source=team&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=product&utm_term=&utm_content=

